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FOR 'riiE PRESIDENT

FRm-1 :

JAHES C.l\NNO.N

SUBJEC'r :

POLICY OPTIONS FOR IMPROVING PROCEDURES UNDER
SECTION l3(c) OF THE URBAN ~ffiSS Tlli~NSPORTATIO,
ACT OF 19 6 4 , AS ~.1-'i:::NDED

BACKGROUND:
Section 13 (c) of the 1964 UJY1TA A.ct (Amended) requires that
before any Federal assistance is granted , The Secretary of
Labor must certify that " fair a::.d equitable" arrangements
have been made for transit employees "affec ted" by the grant .
There are no published regulations governing l3(c). The
presumption has developed that each and every grant of Federal
dollars "affects" transit employees, and DOL has adopted a
procedure \vh e reby localities' applications for UMTA funds are
forwarded directly to transit union representatives in the
geographical area requesting fu~ds .
The unions and the transit
operators then engage in coilective bargaining to arrive at
protec·tive arrangements \-ihich the Secretary of Labor can certify
as "fair and equitable ." Union rules generally then require tha.t
the agreement be subject to the approval o f the International
Union .
For this reason , DOL alnost never c ertifies an ag~eement
unless the International has approved i t - but it can do-so •.
UMTA may not make a grant until the DOL certification is obtained.
Transit operators, c ity and county of ficials , and UMTA heads
have consistently expre s sed dissati s faction with S ction l3 (c ),
and complaints from localities, documented as far back as
1967, have beco1ne more vehement in recent months.
The principal.
complaint i s that unions use the 13 (c) requirement and mqnagement 's
need for the UMTA funds to indirectly raise bargaining issues
unrelated to the UHTA grant .
This feeling is not \vell documented,
but then it is not the kind o f n~atter \vhich lends itself to
documentation .

,

In 1974, an informal DOL-DOT task force was established to
examine l3 (c) procedures and make recommendations . At the staff
level an impasse soon occurred and there was little result
except for an increased tendency on the part o f each Department
to blame the other for any problems in the 13 (c) process.

'
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rlccrl we~!:s we have heard o
Section l3(c)
oblems in
s·tch di vc ·- sr• loc,t tions us 0Jr.,lha u.nd Lincoln, NebrasJ<..a; Los Angeles,
C,lliforn~;:;,; "lbuquerque, New ~·lexic ; PJassa.u County, l':m·; York; and
Ocea., Cor•.11 ·, Nm1 Jersey.
In some inste1nces we have been abJ e
to he 1 p exp ite the process through Domestic Council inquiries.
~·thin

On March 9, 1976, the Board of the Southern California Rapid
Transit District "reluctantly" approved a l3(c) agreement citing
"economic duress."
On March 30, 1976, the Board of the National Association of
Counties passed a resolution requesting a thorough Federal
revie\v of 13 (c) procedures which 111ere found to "allow labor
organizatio!1s to hold hostage needed Ui'·lTA grants;" and "make
11anagement of transit operations in an orderly, efficient and
cost effective manner impossible."
A current draft GAO Report, being made at the request of Senator
John Tmver, \vill include the following results of interviet·Is with
12 local grantees on 13(c) effects. Eight of the 12 feel DOL
procedures put them in an uneven bargaining position with the
unions; none of 26 unions contacted felt they were in an uneven
relationship .
CURRENT ADL•1INISTRATION ACl'IONS:
On March 24, 1976, Jim Connor requested DOL and DOT to prepare a
joint memorandum outlining l3(c) problems and possible Administration
solutions.
The Departments, unable to agree , have submitted
separate papers .
(At Tab A: DO'r's submissions of April 8, 1976,
and Nay 28, 1976; at Tab B: DOL's submissions of April 7, 1976 and
April 21, 1976.)
In mid-April the Domestic Council convened a meeting of the
Administrator of UMTA and the Counselor to the Secretary of Labor
in an effor to achieve some agreement on steps \vhich could be
taken . After an hour or more of discussion, it was apparent
that represe"'tati'"es of the v,\'O Departments could not even agree
on the issues to be discussed or the facts surrounding the
ir~,plementation of 13 (c).
The meeting did lead to the second
srries of memoranda from the two Secretaries and at least some
cl~rification of the issues.

,

discussions with all levels of the two Departments,. including
two Sec~etaries , have been frequent and extensive but I do
not. believe Bill Coleman and Bill Usery have ever discussed the
ratter with each other.
ou~

th~
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f 1 earl,' ~·1..:· y thP Dornestlc Counc.i.
co"'"!ven:::-!3. :;cpare> tc me2tin9s
\•;; t:r• lc-",.~ing Lransit mana9 :ment .!.~~vc.~r..! ··td.ti cs and with .:-"'-:l .... ,·,tl go·.·ermne:1t. g.rou1_>s (National 1,sc~o;::iatio1 of Countie:>,. etc.}

to ~;et. firs·t hand def;criptions o.= their perception of the
p-::-oL t~ n1~· \lith the implementation o~ J 3 (c) .
S~nce

last fall there have also been numero~s contacts with
intc:est·
local officals , such ::.s Pete Schabarum ·who serves on
L!:.e Board of th
Southern Cali fo_ r1ia Rapid Transit District.

Transit management and local government officials have expressed
considerable pleasure at our willingness to look into the 13{c)
process but also some concern at the slow progress they perceive
us to be m&king.
DISCUSSION :
Although some critics of Section 13 { c) "~:JOuld like us to assault
its philosophic underpinnings , legislative change is clearly
unattainable and probably undesir~ble.
The root o f most o f
the problem, in any event, is not Section 13(c) but the way i t
has been implemented .
There is little dispute that HO }-:.:c~s "i·rho are adversely affected
by the grant of Federal money sho~ld be recompensed.
The grants
themselves, however, should not be the vehicles for escalation
of Hages and benefits .
Because DOL and DOT have basically not worked together on this
issue , \·le have been unable to de: ine specific proposed Administration
action .
We have, however , identified several steps which we believe
can and should be taken .
RECOY!f.lENDATIONS :
I recorru-nend that you instruct Secretaries Usery and Coleman to
ad1ress the speci~ic proposals which follow and, within one week,
to submit final, joint recorrunendations to you for decision.

'
AGREE

--------------------

DISAGREE

-------------------------

'
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Simplific~tion
e}~O.:'~'"tf) l-.2

of procedures unJer existing law.

For

:

SET TI.L:E LI.HITS
DOL could set time limits for the negotiation of
agreements·, after \·ihich the Secretary of Labor
could make his own determination of what arrangements constituted "fair and equitable" protection.
DOL could provide conditional certifications so
tha·t UNTl' funds could flow before critical deadlines
were reached (end of the tiscal year , or exhaustion
of local operating funds) .
I·lULTI-YEAR CERTIFICATIONS
Instead of having each grant of Federal dollars
give rise to a new 13(c) agreement (often more
than one per year oer city) DOL could establish a
policy of granting multi-year certifications which
woulC be good for all grants m~3e within a specific
period of tlwe (thr 2 years) subject to revie\·T
based upon the union or an employee showing "adverse
impact."
SINGLE CERTIFICA'fiON FOR SINGLE GPJ\.NT
Only a single certification should be required for
a given capital project , even if such a project is
funded through several successive grants or grant
amendments .
(This would be the case for a new
rapid transit system, where UMTA makes a multiyear ccr itrnent of funds and liquidates that
commitment over time with a series of annual
grants. Under present practice each such annual
grant requires a separate 13(c) agreement, collectively
bargained and certified.)

'

'
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D0 1r and DOL could es~-. b

cat egoci.e~·; of cu. pita "l
have hc.id minimal, if an::t·,
ad1.rers0 impact on t:ra;-,,,.i.t err.ploye2s.
Such catego , ies \·7ould include> b'..!S ond ra il ca ,- 4 urchases
whLch result in no reduction in fleet size.
In
such cases, the: e co ld be a simple departmental
decla ·-""l.tion that no dverse h1p. ct is likely to
occur, and that no specific 13(c) arrangement ne~d
be negotiated.
1

L~.1;.

qt·,lnU:: that: histo ricv.ll.J

This \·;ould shift the present burden of proof fror:.
local transit operators (to prove that the Federal
dollars will not harm e!71ployees) to the unions (to
prove that there is an adverse impact .)
A revie•itl procedure could be provided \vhereby an
employee or union could ask for special protective
arcangements in connection with any grant based
upon a shov1ing of a substantial prospect of "adverse
impact . "
AGREE

2.

Promulg ~te

. DISAGREE

and Publish Regulations

Regulations were drafted in 1974 and 1975 but never
finalized .
Such guidelines \·:ould assist all parties in
participating in the 13(c) process.
AGREE

3.

DISAGREE

I rnco:tc..-nend that the Domestic Council be c harged \vith
co-o rdinat ing thi s effort.

AGREE

'

DISAGREE

y

'

THE SECRET/\RY Of TRANSPOHLHlON
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20590

f1EtltORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT:

Labor Protective Arrangements Under Section 13(c)
of the Urban Mass Transportation Act

This memorandum is in response to your request for a report
addressing the major problems posed by the implementation of
Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act. You have
asked that the Secretary of Labor and I jointly analyze the
problems, indicate what actions this Administration might take,
and propose a timetable for action.
I.

Back.9_rou_0_<i

Section l3(c) has been a prov1s1on of the Urban Mass Transportation
Act since 1964. That provision states:
It shall be a condition of any assistance under section 3
of this Act that fair and equitable arrangements are made,
as determined by the Secretary of Labor, to protect the
inter'ests of employees affected by such assistance. Such
protective arrangem2nts shall include, without being limited
to, such provisions as may be necessary for (1) the preservation of rights, privileges, and benefits (including continuation
of pension rights and benefits) under existing collective
bargaining agreements or otherwise; (2) the continuation of
collective bargaining rights; (3) the protection of individual
employees against a v1orsening of their positions \•Jith r'espect
to their employment; (4) assurar:ces of employment to employees
of acquired mass transportation systems and pd ori ty of re~
employment of employees terminated or laid off; and (5) paid
training or retraining programs. Such arrangements shall
include prov·isions protecting individual employees against
a worsening of their positions with respect to their employment
which shall in no event provide benefits less than those
established pursuant to section 5(2)(f) of the Act of
February 4, 1887 (24 Stat. 379), as arn,~nded. The contract
for· the granting of any such assistance shall specify the
terms and conditions of the protective artcmgements.
11

11
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This language was inspired by a specific anti-labor action taken
in Dade County, Florida, in anticipation of ·an UiHA g~~unt. The
provision was designed to protect employe2s of private transit
companies which in 1964 were just beginning to receive Federal
subsidies; at that time, the rush to conversion to public ownership had not yet begun. The statutory reference to the 1887 Act
(as amended in 1940) incorporates the standards regarding worsening
of employees' posit-ions developed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in the context of mergers and/or consolidations of
rail companies.
The legislative history of Section l3(c) clearly indicates that
Congress contemplated collective bargaining as a method of arriving
at the labor protective arrangements to be followed in the transit
industry, although the statute calls for "arrangements" not
"agreements". The Secretary of Labor, in reliance on this legislative history, has follov;ed a procedure under \vhich DOL staff
fon·12rds applications for Ut1TA assistance to national transit
unfon representatives who then forward them to local unions. The
unions and transit operators then engage in collective bargaining
to arrive at the protective arrangements which the Secretat~y of
Labor certifies as fair and equitable within the meaning of the
lm·1. The national union typically plays a more dominant role in
this bargaining than the local, such that local desires to settle
are sometimes subverted. UMTA does not make a grant until the
DOL certification is obtained.
While the 1964 Act covered principally capital grants under
Section 3, the 1974 Act extended Section 13(c) to capital and
operating assistance formula grants under Section 5. Having seen
lJ(c) ope~~ate from the local level, v1hen I became Secretary of
Transportation in March of 1975, I raised the issue with Domestic
Council staff and \·lith Secreta1·y of Labor Dunlop. The Secretary
of Labor responded affirmatively and used his good offices in the
Spring of 1975 to develop a model agreement which could apply to
the formula grants, including those for operating assistance. This
National Agreement \•Jas negotiated by transit union representatives
and representatives of the American Public Transit Association,
and was signed in July of 1975. The National Agreement is a useful
step tm·1ard simplification of Section 13(c) administration, but its
provisions are now raising problems of their own.
II.

'

Problems

The problems with the operation of Section 13(c) might be
categorized as follows:
-.'
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l. f\_[plicab·i}j_ty_. As a general matter, there is a substantial
question as to whether protective arrangenJents developed in the context of public subsidies to privately owned transit companies and of
railroad m2rgers and consolidations are appropriately applied to
whJt is nov1 a publicly m·med transit industry. \•Je now kno'd, thr-ough
bvel ve years of exper·i ence with the UrlT.~ program, that the character-istic result of UJ'fl,TA grants has been to expand, not contract, the
labor force involved in mass transportation. The potential for
employee displacement and disadvantage as a result of most UIHA
grants is slight, as demonstrated by the small number of claims for
·benefits under the protective arrangements which have been negotiated.
Therefore, Section 13(c) is probably producing very little in terms of
necessary protection, \·lhile its operation is caus·ing significant
frustration, red tape, and intrusion on labor-management relationships as summarized belmoJ.
2. Labor union veto. A major problem with the operation of
13{c) has been the fact that it gives labor unions an effective veto
power over WHA grants, and thereby upsets the balance of pmver
beb-Jeen 1abor and management.
This arises, in part, because Secretaries of Labor have been unwilling
to determine, on their m·m motion, \<'Jhat arrangements are "fair and
equitable and have instead left the matter to collective bargaining
between the par·ties. However, DOL sets no time constraints on the
collective bargaining process and has issued no regulations to guide
the operation of the law. From the transit authorities' point of view,
collective bargaining under such conditions is unrealistic since,
while the unions can bargain indefinitely, management has to get the
UMTA capital grant before the end of the fiscal year (or UMTA \·Jill
reallocate the funds else\·Jhere to prevent their lapse) or before
shut-downs of service occur in the case of operating assistance
grants. The problem is complicated by the fact that the ba~'gaining
is really done by the national unions, \·Jhich have no real stake in
the specific community's receipt of the UiHA funds.
11

Some transit operators have further alleged that labor's effective
veto over W·lTA grants gives labor an important hostage in collective
bargaining on issues unrelated to labor protection--e.g., wages,
working conditions, etc. While such abuses have not been documented
by trans it operators, such a prospect cel~tai nly exists.

'

3. Imoression of clumsy management. The operation of Section
13(c) also creates a strong public impression of Federal intervention
in local affairs and of clumsily managed Federal programs. From the
point of viev1 of good program management, UfHA cannot reliably plan
which capital projects will receive funding in any given year because
~~--)·:.··-.

/
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-4of the uncertainties of Section 13(c) negotiations. especially
toward the close of the fiscal y~ar.
4. Burdenof_proof. Another problem arises out of the fo.ct
that DOL hasroTro;;:;-=~d Interstate Corr;:r.erce Comnrission pract-ice -;n
requiring the transit authority to susta-in the burden of proof that
an WHA grant \·lill not have an adverse effect on labor, rather thu.n
placing that burden on labor td demonstrate some potential harm.
In the context of operating assistance funding, whe're the Ui'iTA
subsidy funds have a pervasive effect in support of the entire
progr·am of the transit authority, it is completely ·impossible to
disprove any relationship bet\·Jeen a specific management action and
the general UiffA subsidy. Thus, practically any employee v1ho
receives less pey--for instance, due to an adjustment in service-could make a claim for displacement benefits, and the operator
\·wuld have an extremely difficult burden of proof to carry in
rebuttal.
5. National Aareement. A number of specific problems at~e
cited by transit authorit·ie-s as a result of the operation of the
National Agreement associated with operating assistance grants.
They argue that, at the very most, it should only serve as a guide
and that no such agreement should be made rigidly applicable
natiom·;ide; they allege that the Depal~tment of Labor has been
unvri 11 i ng to accommodate specific geographic differences. They
further argue that the National Agreement contains a great number
of specific provisions that overly constrain management decisions-for example, a requirement that a 60-day notice plus 80-day
appeals/arbitration period be given to local unions before any
schedule or route modification can be implemented.
6. _?tiflin_g_ic._novat-ion. A final ptoblem has to do \·lith the
impact of l3(c)in terms of limiting de,;elop;nent of serv·ice
mechanisms in transit which do not involve the use of salaried union
drivers. For example, there is much interest in exploring the use
of 11 paratrans it 11 --shared ride taxis, vanpoo l s, jitneys, subscd pti on
buses, etc.,--as an adjunct to normal transit service. But any use
of W-lTJ-\ funds to sup port such services, even ·j f the funds pass
through the transit operator· by subcontract, can be vetoed by the
national and local unions which may view paratransit as a threat
to maintenance and expansion of the transit authority labor force.
Not only can this have a seriously inhibiting effect on innovation
in the transit industry, but it perils the continued survival of
the private taxi industry \·ihich \·Jould l-ikely benefit fro:n paratrar.sit
development. Taxi operators see some of their business undercut by

'
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government subsidized public and private non-profit organizations,
and yet cannot themselves gain access to the public funds in
appropriate cases.
II I.

Pro2_os 2d Rem2di es_

A number of options for administrative action are available which
might alleviate the problems cited.
As an initial matter, however, it is clear that Section l3(c) is
being misapplied in connection with Section 5 grants for operating
assistance, as opposed to capital grants under that Section. It
is self-evident that making Federal funds available for operating
subsidies to deficit-ridden public transit authorities can only
help, not hurt, the employment status of trans·it employees. In
fact, it is the availabi-lity of the Fedet·al money which itself is
forestalling curtailments of service and job terminations in a
great many cases.
Therefore, I believe that the Secretary of Labor should prov1ae an
imr'lediate "negative declaration" to cover U~1TA Section 5 operating
assistance grants. Under such a procedure, borrowing the practice
used in connection with environmental clearances, the Federal official
determines in advance that there is no significant likelihood of
adverse impact as a result of the Federal grant, and a lot of needless
red tape is by-passed.
This is wholly consistent with the statute, since Section 5 funds are
available at local option for either capital or operating assistance.
Congress had to apply l3(c) to Section 5 in order to cover the
capital grant aspect.
What follows, then, is a set of options in generally ascending
order of depa t'ture from current practice to rect"i fy the prob 1ems
of l3(c) as they apply to all categories of ut.frA capital grants.
1. Multi-year certifications, with stronger DOL role. DOL
could provide that its certification would be good for all grants
made \'lithin a speci-F-ic period of time, say, th1·ee years, subject to
revie':t based upon an employee shO'.,!ing that a specific grant raised
a substantial prospect of adverse impact that could not reasonably
have been foreseen at the time the Section 13(c) agreement was
negotiated. In addition, DOL would set time limits for the
negotiation of agreements, aftet v;hi ch the Secretary of Labor
would make his own determination of what arrangements constituted

'

'-··
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fair and eqt1itable protection. Further, DOL would provide conditional certifications, based perhaps upon an extension of the
existing 13(c) agreement then in force Hith that transit property,
so that UHTA funds could flm·J befot'e critical deCtdlines \'Jere reached
(end of the fiscal year, or exhaustion of local operating funds).
During the period of the conditional certification, collective
bar'gaining could continue or the Secretary of Labor could revieH
the facts and make his own determination.
Further, only a single certification should be required of a given
capital project, even if such a project is funded through several
successive grants or grant amendments. This would be the case for a
ne1·1 rapid trans ·it sys tern, \vhere Ui'HA makes a mu1ti -year commitment
of funds and liquidates that commitment over time with a series of
annual grants.
2. Negative declarations with cha~ged burden of proof.
Alternatively, DOT and DOL could establish categories of capital
gt'ants that his tori ca lly have had minima 1, if any, adverse impact
on transit employees. Such categodes would include bus and !'ail
car purchases which result in no reduction in fleet size. In
such cases, the Secretary of Labor \·tould make a blanket negative
declaration--as suggested above for operating assistance grants-that no adverse impact is likely to occur, and that no specific
13(c) arrangement need be negotiated. A review procedure would
be provided \·:het'eby an employee or union could ask for special
protective arrangements in connection v:ith any grant based upon
a showing of a substantial prospect of adverse impact. As an
addition a1 protection, the standard UMTA capita 1 grant contract
could require a certification by the tr'ansit authority that no
advel'Se employee impact would result from the grant. This certification could be specific as to lack of adverse impact--i.e.,
no loss of pension rights, protection of collective bargaining
rights, etc.
For categories of capital grants for which such negative declarations
were not appropriate, the streamlined approach described under
option 1., above, would pertain--i.e., three-year certifications,
time limits on negotiations, and conditional certifications as
funding deadlir.es approach.
3. Federal definition of fair and reasonable arrangements.
As an aTternative to the above options, D-OL and DOT could cofiaborate
to ·identify labor protective arrangements for capital g~'ants v1hich
would be enforced through the Uf.HA grant contract. This \·iould obser'Ve

,
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the strict requirement of the law, which does not in fact speak
to 11 agreel';ents'' at the local level but on1y "arrangements" certified
by the Secretary of Labor. Previous co"!lective barga·ining experience
pro•.;ides ample basis for identify-ing a set of t'easonable pr-otections;
a limited appeal procedure might be made available to handle particular local conditions.
Such fede1ally determined protective arrangements v:ould be car-efully
drawn to ensure that productivity improvements remained possible,
subject to \•Jhatever constl~aints on them were forthcoming ft'om normal
collective bargaining. I strongly believe that it is inappropriate
for the Federal Government to enforce the Section l3(c) provision
in a \·Jay that limits public transit authority management prerogatives
to make p1oductivity improvements. I find no basis for be"!ieving thJt
the Congress intended other1·1ise. In fact, for us to take any other
position would run counter to the recent collectively bargained
contract settlement in New York City where cost-of-living increases
are to be financed by productiv-ity improvements. Fede'ral requirements
can hardly be more restrictive in this regard than such a labor
management settlement.
4. Limitat_ionof Section 13(~) to public tak~ov_~2_· A further
alternative might b~ to limit the operation of Section 13(c) to the
protection of employee rights durinJ the period of public takeovet'
fro~ private transit companies.
This approach finds a basis in the
origin of the legislative language in the history of railroad merger
and consolidation practice. Accot'dingly, any Ui•1TA capital grant
made, say, three ycdrs after the time of public acquisition \•Jould
be deemed to requir'e no further protective arrangements.
5. Legislative approaches. As an alternative to the above
options \•;hich m·ight be pursued by administrative action, \•te might
elect to seek legislation which would constrain the impact of
Section l3(c) in capital grant situations. Such legislation
might, for example, limit the impact of the provision to public
takeover situations as suggested in option 4. Outright repeal
of 13(c) is deemed very unlikely.
-

'
IV.

Next Steps and Timetable

This m2morandum has outl"ined the m:1jor issues and suggested uctions
which I have \·ianted to present, and I have ~·;elco:TJ:.:d the opportun-ity
to do so. However, there remains the task of bringing about some
.......
.-

-~--··· ~-
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effective resolution of the positions of the Departments of
Transportation and Labor.
I suggest that this can best occur by your designating someone
to ovet·see a thorough interaction bet1'1een representatives of the
two Departments> and to stick with it until something is accomplished.
Past efforts have not been particularly effective. I believe the
missing ingredient may have been a persistent White House convenor
or mediator to ensure results.
It would seem ~o me that a month to negotiate would be enough to
identify both common ground and sharp differences. I consider
all of n~ suggested remedies except the fifth (legislative
approaches) do-able within three months, if agreed to during
the first month.

'

..'.

t1Ef·10f"u''lf•!f)Uii FOR THE PRESIDC:ilT

ATTtfHIOii:

James E. Coniwr
Sccr·c.tary to the Cabinet

Subject

Section l3(c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act,
Labor Protective Arrangements

This is in reply to Bill Uscl·y's April 2·1, 1976 memorandum \·;hich
commented on the l'evi evJ of prob l e;ns and proposed ucti ons in my
April 8, 1976 memorandum.
The DOL reply followed the organization of our initial memorandum.
He \JJi 11 adhere to that format in this commentary, for ease in trucking
the written dialogue.
The DOL memorandum made tvw i ni ti a l comprehensive observa ti ens before
commenting on individual problems and proposed remedies.

The fit'S t

was that there is on the part of public bodies and transit systems a
widespr·ead lack of understanding of the employee protection requirements
and the procedures utilized by the Department of Labor in processing
grant applicatiOilS for certification purposes, as well as some opposition
to the speci·r-··ic letter of the law or its intent.

It is said that as a

result many of the DOT proposa-ls a1·e contrary to the law, and that

'

"DOT's position on these matters cannot be accomplished through
adm-inistrative action, but instead v10uld t'equire amendment to the existing
legislative requirements."

·-··,:
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All that merely begs the quest·ion c::.s to 1·:hat the: law ·intends or
requires.

We suggest there is considerably more administrative

license than DOL indicates.
concerned,

\'Je

As far as lack of understanding is

belie::ve the Depal'trfient of Lubor can help minim·ize

th·is pt'oblem by tilk·ing certuin steps l'ecommendcd hy consultilnts to
DOL and by others
and cr-iteria

ol~

as win be cited later--steps to issue guidelines

boundal'Y conditions to assist the collective

bargaining process.
The second inHial observat·ion emphasizes that since the passage of
the Act DOL has made over 1350 certifications, and was unable to do so
in only a handful of cases.

A coir1ment by a consultant to DOL that the

Depetrtment • s performance had been "uniformly exce 11 ent" \'las mentioned.
We do not wish to or intend to detract from the Department•s record,
measured statistically.

Ho';;ever, the same consultant VJho commended the

Department also noted that "the statistical record does not tell the
whole story 11 , and made recommendations based on their conclusion to
11

Surface the problems inherent in the present administrative practices

with a view to strengthening them...

The problems cited by the consultant

(Jefferson Associates, Januat'y, 1972) were:

'

....

-.)-

••
The del<lY in rcaddncJ agreements as requin:d by l3(c)
of the: Ul'ban 1,1a::.;s lransportation Act, v1hich cr·it-ically affects.
other aspects of the grant process.
"--Poor init:ial under'Standing of the requirements of l3(c) on
the part of grant applicants.
"--Poor con~rmmication bet1veen the Department of LCJ.bor and the
Department of Transportation in coordinating the needs of grant
app 1i Cclnts.
"--Reluctance of the Sect'ctary of Labor or his designc:ted
representatives to assume affirmative responsibility for developing
criteJ'ia \'lith respect to the types of provisions that may be necess0ry
to insure that workers' interests are adequately protected in the
different types of situations that may arise. This may be caused by
the Secretary's historic reluctance to pin dovm J'eievant criteria fot'
fear of limiting the bargaining process, or it may be simply a failure
to properly disseminate developed criteria for the guidance of the
parties. In either case, the result is the same.
"--The unwillingness of the Departrr:ent of LabDl' to limit by
practice the amount of time given to the parties for voluntarily
reaching agreement and relating that time frame to the overall objectives
of the grant progt'a:l1. Although it is understandable tha: the Secretary
would not norillally 1·1ish to intervene in the informal pn
s if it is
working well, in cases where the parties clearly are at
impasse, he
should move more forthrightly and expeditiously.
"..:-The failure of the Department of Transportation
propel'ly
inform grant applicants of their full responsibilities L .. ;::;r l3(c) in
a complete, accurate and timely fashion, as the application proceeds
through DOT and other departments.
These are quite similar to the types of problems

\·Je

have cited, and

to which our proposed remedies are addressed.
PROBLHiS
This discuss_ion will follow the six

,
problem~

cited i.n our initial

memorandum, and DOL's April 21 reply.
l. Applicability

--------··-~-

DOL's counterpo-int, that the luck of large numbers of employee claims
is no inchcation tint Section 13(c) is pt'oducing little in terms of

.."
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necessary protection, is probably right.
unqualified indication.

At least it's not an

We would concede that the development of

specific protective ar angements for particular project situations
can resolve many issues that would otherwise lead to claims, that
claims are in effect resolved by the parties in advance.
~Je

strongly disagree with DOL's statement that it is "simply not true"

that 13(c) has caused "significant frustration, red tape and intrusion
on labor management relationships." Reports of interviews by third
parties (e.g., GAO and Jefferson Associates), correspondence,
newspape
to thesf:

itorials, and a recent NACO resolution (attached) attest
lems.

Some of this is cited further on.

DOL suggests

that an.)

Jblems arise out of "the labor management and collective

bargain

relationships which are allowed to operate and not from

any Fedetal instrusion on these relationships." This avoids the
basic criticism that DOL has essentially abdicated its responsibility
to the unions, permitting the collective bargaining process to run
altogether too long and without sufficient guidance.
With reference to the quote from the report prepared by UMTA staff fol-

,

10\'ling a November 20, 1975 Conference and Symposium on Transit Industry
Labor-f•lanagement Research, it must be said that this was merely a staff summary

...

'

·.

of a meeting attended heavily by academic researchers, and does not
represent an UHTA posftion.

Furthermore, in a February 9, 1976 letter

to UHTA in behalf of the /\me rican Public Transit Association, David E.
Fox, Staff Attorney , stated that "the conclusions . . . regarding the
attendees' agreement relative to the effect and importance of 13(c) is
inaccurate.

The APTA representatives were not panelists and did not

comment on this point.
incorrect."
Ut~TA

To construe this silence as agreement would be

Fox asked that his letter be made part of the official

files relative to the November 20, 1975 seminar.

Nevertheless~ v1e

by no means allege that 13(c) is the main cause of the

magnitude and general composition of the problems and issues facing the
industry in the area of labor relations.

Our principal focus is the

effect of the provision, and its implementation, on effective management
of the UMTA grant-in-aid programs.

2.

Labor union veto

The DOL memorandum, in reenforcing the point (with which we agree) that
Congress contemplated collective bargaining as a method of arriving at
the protective arrangements to be followed, quoted from the Narch 28,
1963 Report of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency to the

'

effect that "it is expected that specific conditions normally will be
the product of local bargaining and negotiations, subject to the basic
standard of fair and equitable treatment."

Hm<Jever, the Committee also

indicated that the Secretary of Labor was expected to develop criteria
for the administration of the la\'1.

In the very next sentence of the

--

• f 0 P.

(J""'

<.,.d
~

~

~

"/
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Report quoted this is said:

11

The Committee expects that the Secretary

of Labor in addition to providing the Administrator with technical
assistance will assume responsibility for developing criteria as to th.e
types of

pl~ovisions

that may be considered as

necessat~y

to insure that

workers' interests are adequately protected against the kinds of adverse
effects that maY reasonably be anticipated in different types of
situations. 11
The DOL memorandum cites the five cases (Denver, Delaware, Chicago,
Detroit, Boston) in which determinations of
made by the · Secretary over union objections.

protect~ve

arrangeme nts were

It is said that

fact tends to discredit the'un.ion veto power' charge.

11

11

this

Frankly, when

one realizes that this is less than one-half of one percent of the total
certification actions considered by DOL, it may be thought that the· fact
reenforces the assertion that the Department is essentially a conduit of
applications to appropriate unions, and lets the process continue unduly
unconstrained .

Further , in these five cases, which were extreme, the

intervention by DOL was not self-generated; it was urged by

Ul~TA.

With reference to regulations to guide the operation of the law, the
DOL memorandum states that 11 With cooperation and involvement by repre-

'

sentatives from UMTA, regulations in the form of guidel ines were drafted
during calendar years 1974 and 1975 11 ; further that the proposed regulations
had the internal approval of DOL officials, but "when final Ur-1TA

concun~ence

and/or comment vJas sought, none could be obtained and the proposed
t'egulations \'/ere never finalized. 11 The implication seems to be that
.

l

J

'
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negotiations were doing well up to the point of obtaining a final
DOT clearance or comment, which never came.
It is important that the circumstances of that interaction be made
more clear.

The negotiations were undertaken as a result of a meeting

between former
Schubert.

W~TA

Administrator Frank Herringer and DOL Under Secretary

An informal task force was established in 1974 to look into

13(c) procedures and recommendations.

After much time and discussion,

UMTA staff eventually took the initiative and drafted a suggested
regulation in November of 1974 providing much discretion to the
Secretary of Labor with respect to particular projects while pro vi ding
a definite procedure, with time limits, for the certification of all
projects.

The regulation also sought to open the question of classi-

fication of projects.

It would have allov1ed UMTA to forecast approvals,

as well as give timely assurance to applicants that their funding needs could
be met.
DOL did not critique the UMTA draft, but submitted its own proposed
regulation, which was quite similar to one it proposed in 1971-72 following
a

an OMB report (May 20, 1971) on 13(c) issues.

It called for/more burdensome

formal procedure than now e ists , was without meaningful time limits, and
I

made no distinction between the various types of projects administered
by Ui1TA.

In effect, the negotiations were seen by

Ut~TA

an impasse, and guidance was sought on a course to take.

staff to be at
It is conceded

that there was no formal response, though the impasse
co~nunicated

and understood at the staff level.

'

•.
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The {ssues are the same we are reviewing at the present time.

Hopefully,

the involvement of a third party convenor Hill help us see the issues
through to some conclusions.
Finally, with respect to the

11

Union veto

11

issue, though the documentation

on labor's holding the 13(c) agreement hostage to issues unrelated to
labor protection is sketchy, there is a more definite record on the
extent to which an unequal bargaining relationship may exist between
the unions and grantees in negotiating

employee protection agreements.

This situation is discussed pointedly in a May 20, 1971 report of
Vincent Puritano, Program Coordination Division, OMB, to Associate
Director Arnold R. Heber.

Referring to interviews with city officials

in five cities, Puritano reported:

11

They claim, unanimously,that the

city not only was forced in each case to either agree to the union !-s
interpretation of l3(c) requirements or lose the grant but that DOL
officials provided minimum help and

gui~ance

and backed the union

position in no uncertain terms and always over that of the

cities.~~

A GAO Report being made at the request of Senator John Tower, and still
in draft, will report on the results of interviews with 12 grantees on
this issue, among others.

The draft reports that in eight of the 12

,

places, the grantees felt in an uneven bargaining position because of
the procedures being followed.

None of 26 unions contacted felt they

were in an uneven relationship.

fit (,....
~.

.

(

;;..

~.

·?

'\'
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3.

Impression of clumsy management

The point we are interacting on under this heading essentially is
that of unconstrained time for collective bargaining, and the
difficulty this

pt~esents

in program management \'lith respect to planning

which capital projects will receive funding, especially toward the
close of the fiscal year.

The DOL memorandum suggests there always

\'ti 11 be fiscal year-end crises, and that avoidance of them 11 Seems to
be most within the control of applicants and UMTA."

Some such

crises are within Ut·1TA's control; this set of problems is controlable
by DOL.
We think that the concluding statement in Chapter V, Recommendations,
of the Jefferson Associates Report is constructive on this point.

It

reads:
The Department of Labor should make it clear to grant
applicants and to the unions in its information bulletins
and in its education pt·og ram that the Secretary wi 11
exercise his power to certify l3(c) agreements in cases
where the parties are unable to reach an agreement by
themselves or with the help of third parties. The
parties should be reminded that the bargaining process
cannot be endless, that time limits are important and that
these time limits are tied closely to the timing of the
tota 1 grant app 1i cation process. It is the duty of the
Secretary to affirmatively develop the conduct of the
bargaining to complement the total needs of the grant
applicant without endangering the rights of individual
employees as guaranteed by the provisions of 13(c). All
participants should always keep in mind that the purpose
of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 was and is to
encourage the development and growth of mass transit systems
across the country. Participants have a responsibility to make
this l egislation work . There are problems to be solved . If
the systems are not improved, and they ~>Jill not be impt~oved
without Federal assistance, employee protection agreements
11

'

'

-10will be meaningless. If pressing for legislative rights
ignores realities and frustrates change, little will be gained.
If local bargaining, which the Congress chose to rely on, is
to have any meaning the parties themselves must give it meaning.
The Department of Labor can be a catalyst, a resource and even
a broker in certain situations. But if one or the other party
chooses to press the most it can out of the legislation and to
ignore real problems, the employees and the public will be
the losers.~~
4.

Burden of proof

Though we thought we were only making one point (the second, below)
under this heading, the DOL sees us attempting to make two points:
first, that the DOL requires development of protective arrangements
even if there is little likelihood of adverse impact on employees;
and second, the impossibility of grantees carrying the burden of
proof in operating assistance cases that the commingled Federal funds
.

.

were not the Cause of some specifi.c employee grievance.
11

11

With reference to the first point, the DOL memorandum cites the last
-- sentence of l3(c) requiring the grant contract to Specify the
11

terms and conditions of the protective arrangements", and interprets
this to clearly contemplate the development of specific arrangements
in each and every project situation.

This is an obvious non sequitur.

Our position is that case-specific collectively bargained arrangements
are

'

~ppropriate

in each project situation in which it can be expected that
negative declarations should be made or
employees will be affected as a result of a project; in other cases,/
standard form protective arrangements can be included in the grant
contract without need for a new round of clearances and collective
bargaining .

~

~:~'
..

')

~·
'>}
....../

'

With respect to the second point, the DOL memorandum quotes the
definition of 11 project 11 as used in the National Agreement for
Section 5 protective a Tangements, and concludes that employees
are not in fact provided protection against adverse effects unrelated
to the Federal assistance.

We cannot agree with DOL.

The definition of 11 project" in the National Agreement does not conform
to the definition of 11 project 11 as used in the grant contract.

In fact,

the definition in the National Agreement specifically compounds the
problem we are pointing to:

The term 11 Project, . . . shall not be

limited to the particular facility, service, or operation assisted
•. . but shall include any changes . . . which are a result of the
assistance provided. 11

The very issue is--what is a "result 11 of the

Federal operating assistance?
Under the Section 5 grant contract, when the funds are used only to
financially assist operating costs, the term "project" has no particular
identity.

It is _defined simply as a certain sum of money which is part

of the total sum of money needed to operate an entire system. No
particular services or parts of the operation are described as the
project.
the

11

The project is money, a proportion of total costs.

burden of proof 11 provision is simply not operational.

,

Therefore,
It is

impossible to administer, unless one concludes- either that everything_
done by the system manager is a result of the "project 11 (money accepted)
or that nothing is.

'

...
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believe that our Apr-il 8, 1976 memorandum recogni zes this reality

in describing a possible ••negative declaration" procedure for Section 5
operating assistance grants, with a changed burden of proof leaving
it to the employee to show how he \'las harmed as a result of the grant.
Perhaps the negative declaration should be used for operating assistance
grants unless a specific or discrete service or operation is described
as being the subject of the grant.

In the latter cases, protective

arrangements would be specified.
5.

National Agreement

Our basic point with reference to the National Agreement for Section 5
was that it is a useful step toward simplification of Section 13(c)
administration, but its provisions are now raising problems of their
own.

DOL takes exception to our statement that grantees allege that the

DOL has been unwilling to accommodate specific geographic differences,
stating that the agreement has been applied in a number of instances,
both with and without modification; and that arrangements other than
the National Agreement have also been utilized.
The spirit of our comment is to encourage such flexibility .

Notwith-

standing the DOL •s counterpoints, some l arge transit systems have been
quite critical of the lack of DOL flexibility, and the less sophisticated

'

smaller properties in particular need some guidance in the use of such
an agreement .

'

-13With specific reference to the Los Angeles complaint about the provision
in the Agreement requiring a 60-day notice plus 80-day appeals period
before schedule or route modifications can be implemented, the DOL
memorandum cites its letter of determination that the provision

cl~arly

was not intended to apply to normal schedule and route modifications.
This is a reasonable and helpful ruling, but the broadness of the
Agreement
6.

language~

causing problems.

Stifling innovation

The DOL memorandum takes exception to our statement that 13(c) has a
"seriously inhibiting effect on innovation in the transit industry",
and that it 11 perils the continued survival of the private taxi industry
which would likely benefit from paratransit development. 11

It is said

that DOT determines the projects which are eligible for Federal funds,
and that certain taxi or taxi-related projects have already been funded.
The taxi/paratransit issue is a serious one.

The National Agreement

for Sectfon 5, which was spawned by the 13(c) requirement, contains a
provision which practically closes off the use of Section 5 funds to
finance service contracts between transit systems and taxi and paratransit
operators.

It provides that the designated recipient of funds (i.e .•

'

commonly transit authorities) must use its own labor force in offering
services financially assisted by Section 5 funds.

Transit management

thereby foregoes options for innovation in the nature of integrated
fixed route bus service and

shared-t~ide

demand responsive taxi service.

'
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..

And taxicab companies are foreclosed from assistance which could mean
the critical di f f erence in their survival as privat e enterprises and in cases
where taxi operation would be most cost effective.

This is just one

example, and it has occurred in practice on several occasions.

A few paratransit demonstrations have been developed, and more are
needed.

So far, ho\>Jever, the city governments, not transit authorities,

have been doing the contracting with taxi companies, thereby avoiding the
prevailing wage rate issue and similar controversies which will be
present when transit authorities and paratransit operators have to
confront one another.
Indicative of the grm·ling awareness of the complexity of emerging issues
ts the following excerpt from the March 16, 1976 address of Dan V.
Maroney, Jr. , International President Amalgamated Transit Union, to the
TRB Meeting on Paratransit Development:
The labor policy issues presented by group-ride taxi
service.s, especially if operating or capital assistance
to such services is provided under the Urban Nass Transportation Act, are even more difficult and complex, because
taxi and transit operations are typically coextensive and
competitive in their coverage. It has recently been
recognized that the emergence of shared-ride taxi services
as a form of paratransit eligible for funding under the Urban
Mass Transportation Act, poses the issue of taxi-transit
competition in a very direct manner. As stated by Professor
Altschuler ' s paper presented at the October 1975 Wi l liamsburg
conference on paratransit, such group-ride taxi services bring
into question the legal and policy definitions of the term
' mass transportation' and ' affected employee' that have guided
Federal policy over the past dozen years. A host of extremely
difficult questions are presented, such as how to i ntegrate
taxicabs into transit planning, transit subsidy policy, and
publicly subsidized competition . Finding an appropriate labor
policy to govern the various applications of such shared-ride
.
taxi services will also be difficult. From the viewpoint of ~P.tJ
organized trans it 1abor, the introduction of shared-ride taxi
<-::,'
11

'

..

<:)

'

•..
-15service into the various urnA programs gives rise to a serious
concern that the ultimate effect may be to destroy conventional
transit jobs and to undercut the transit worker's earnings'
potential, by substituting low wage non-unionized taxi drivers
for the better paid organi~ed transit worker.
"What, then, should be the government's labor policy where
such shared~ride taxi services are to be integrated into
the regional multimodal public transportation system, in
accordance with current planning requirements and other
UMTA policy statements and directives?"
We need to be mindful that these are tough issues, and also that
collective bargaining will inevitably tend to protect the status quo.
Best results may not be possible in the absence of appropriate guidelines and criteria which permit and encourage innovation.

PROPOSED REMEDIES
In the discussion under "burden of proof" above, we took up the subject
originally discussed at this point in our April 8 memorandum--the
suggestion of a negative declaration" procedure with respect to
11

. Section 5 operating assistance grants.

We think this is a viable and

permissable administrative option for the typical Section 5 grant and is
consistent with the law.

The statute requires DOL to certify that labor

protections are in place for employees "affected by such assistance."

,

We read this to mean ''adversely affected," and that DOL should make a
negative declaration, subject to rebuttal, that the typical Section 5
grant involves no adverse impact.

Protection arrangements could be

appropriate when the project is defined discretely, as a particular
service or operation.

'

..
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1.

Multi-year certifications, with stronger DOL role

The DOL memorandum comments that '•appl i cants can seek to and do
negotiate multi-year project, multi-year protective

agreements~~

and that this is in keeping with the 11 Spirit of the development of
protective arrangements through collective bargaining. 11 We believe
that under this heading we are essentially suggesting some variations
on this theme, with DOL encouragement.

In particular, we think it

appropriate to settle for a single certification for a given capital
project funded through several successive grants or grant amendments.
Under this topic, the DOL memorandum reiterates 11 that it is neither
appropriate nor useful to set fixed time limits on

negotiations.~~

As stated in other parts of this memorandum, we take exception to
this position, and believe DOL is in a minority opinion on this point
among evaluators of the 13(c) process.

The problem with the

option, however, is that it does not go far enough ..
2.

Negative declarations with changed burden of proof

,
The DOL memorandum calls our suggested categorization of projects and
use of a negative declaration of impact statement a questionable practice
undel" the statutory language \-Jhich states that ... the contract for the
granting of any such assistance shall specify the terms and conditions
of the protective arrangements. 11

'

.·
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We simply can't agree with such a narrow construction rif the
Department's administrative license.

With respect to our suggestions

for categorizing projects by level of impacts, and developing
commensurate certification procedures, it is interesting to note
that the administration of Section 13(c) began in this manner.
A January 7, 1965 letter and memorandum from John C. Kohl (first
Administrator of the mass transportation program) to James J. Reynolds,
Assistant Secretary of Labor confirmed their
system and described it.

agl~eement

about such a

This procedure was abandoned at an early

date by DOL in favor of the current method of operating; in view of
several years' experience, we think it is worth reviving.
3.

Federal definition of fair and reasonable arrangements

As an alternative to the above options, our April 8 memorandum suggested
that DOL and DOT could collaborate to identify labor protective arrangements for UMTA grants which would be enforced through the grant contract.
The DOL memorandum considers thi.s contrary to the expressed congress ion a 1
intent regarding collective bargaining, and cites the negotiated National
Agreement as an approach reflecting the spirit of the legislative intent.
It seems apparent that there are alternative means to keep faith with
legislative intent.

,

Surely, years of collectively bargained agreements

could serve as a basis for standard protections to be included in UMTA
contracts--an approach well within the legislative intent.

On the point

of the ability of the Secretary of Labor to act on his own motion in
defining acceptable arrangements, a January 19, 1967 letter to Mr. George
O'Brien, Bus. Agent, Div. 589 (a Boston local) from John M. Elliott,

'
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Intet·national Pt·esident, Amalgamated Transit
the Union's understanding of

th~

law.

Union~

makes very clear

Excerpt:

"In other words, Sec. l3(c) of the Act merely requires the
SPcretary of Labor to determine what is fair and equitable
to employees and to specify what protections shall be included in the contract between the Federal Government and
the applicant for Federal assistance. An employee protection agreement between the union and the applicant is
not a requirement of the Act . The failure to reach such
anagreement \1i 11 not prevent the Authority from obtaining
Federal funds.
The second point to keep in mind is that in the absence of
any agreement with Division 589, the Secretary of Labor will
decide what is required to protect the members of Division 589.
The Secretary will simply make the determinations required
by lavJ, irrespective of the vie\<IS of the union, and these
will be incorporated in the contract of assistance between
the Authority and the Federal Government. Division 589
will not be a party to this contract and may not be able
to enforce these protections without the intervention and
assistance of the Federal Government. There can be little
doubt that any protections awarded by the Secretary of
Labor will not be as good as the union-negotiated protections contained in an agreement bet'YJeen the Authority
and Division 589."
11

The DOL memorandum suggests a lack of clarity in our intent in a
paragraph in which we discussed the need to ensure that 13(c) protective
arrang ements should not preempt productivity improvements , subject to
whatever constraints on them were forthcoming from normal collective
bargai ning .

We do not know how to be more clear about this, except

to relate the discussion to that under the 11 burden of proors problem--i.e.,

,

all adverse effects should no t be able to be attributed to operating
assistance grants, as seems possible under the National Agreement language .
4.

Limitation of Section l3(c) to public takeovers

The DOL memorandwn , in contending that our suggested limitation of the
application of l3( c ) would violate congressional intent, quotes a paragraph

'

..

•
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of the 1963 Report of the House Banking and Currency Committee on the
transportation legislation.

The Report referred to recognizing that

workers may be "adversely affected as the result of the introduction
of new equipment or the reorganization of existing transit operations."
It also contained other language generally supportive of DOL's
position.
We agree that the DOL counter-argument on this proposed remedy is well
taken, though we also think the mainstream of the legislative history
provides a basis

fm~

our proposal.

In any case, 12 years' experience

with the application of 13(c) could now be a basis for reconsideration
of intent.
5.

Legislative approaches

Under this heading we noted the option of accomplishing the preceding
clarification or amendment of intent through legislation.

The five

proposed categories of remedies in our memorandum were in an ascending
order of departure from current practice.

We stated our view that

legislative amendment would be the least likely option to succeed.
Ho\vever, v1e do not rule it out as a possibility, particularly with

'

respect to Section 5 problems, if it is thought that there is no
administrative remedy.
NEXT STEPS AND TIMETABLE
The DOL memorandum suggests, ''If the Section 13(c) program operated as
has been alleged by DOT and others, modification would be called for."
This is the question, to be sure, and we trust these written exchanges
are helpful in shedding light on it.

'

..
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-20Finally, in referring to studies currently underway (some funded by
DOT), the DOL memorandum suggests it would not be appropriate to
modify the Section 13(c) program. until the resu1ts are kno\'m. He
disa gree.

The problems are well known, and solut ions are readily

available through early administrative action.
We look fonJard to the opportunity to confer on this subject.

William T. Coleman, Jr.

Attachments

,

•

'
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f·~EMORANDUM

FOR THE PRESIDENT ·

ATTENTION:

JM1ES E. CONNOR ..
SECRETARY TO THE CABINET

SUBJECT:

SECTION 13(c), URBAN
AS AMENDED

~~SS

TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1964,

This responds to Mr. Connor's memorandum of March 24, 1976, requesting
a status report on Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act
of 1964, as amended.
Section 13(c) requires that, prior to the Secretary of Transportation's
approval of grants under the Act, the Secretary of Labor must certify
that fair and equitable arrangements have been made to protect the
interests of employees affected by such assistance. Minimum provisions that must be included in such arrangements are stipulated in the
. statute . In addition, the Senate and House reports on the legislation
expressed the intent of Congress that wherever possible specific protective arrangements should be develoRed through local negotiations
and collective bargaining.
'
Section 13{c) is based on the principle that employees in an industry
should be afforded a measure of protection from adverse affects on their
employment which result from organizational and technological adjustments
carried out under the aegis of Federal law and with the support of public
funds .
!"ajar Problems
From the point of view of the Department of Labor , the major administrative problems involve coordination of Department of Labor certification activity with Department of Transportation project priorities
and the l ack of understanding of and knowledge aqout employee protection requirements and procedures on the part of many grant applicants .
The first problem is a matter \'lhich is repeatedly addressed by the
two Departments Nith varying degrees of success . The secon~problem
can be ameliorated by the preparation and_ d_i_ssen:Lina:t5oJLOJii1LOl:ma- __
. tjonal materi_al concerni_!!.L_S~ctJon 13_(c). · _ __
-

,

-

.

-

--

_,

The Department of ~abor understands that the current controversy
concerning Section 13(c) is not normally presented in the context of
the above cited problems. Rather, there is strong opposition to the ~
terms and conditions required in order that the statutory employee~_,.~· fDRIJ (,.
. ()
-

~.....__/

'
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(

Page Two
protective provision be satisfied and, further, substantial ~esistance
by some--particularly public bodies without experience in collective
bargain1ng--to the procedure {collective bargaining) used_to arrive at
specific protective arrangements. lThis opposition and resistance
breeds conflict in the processing of projects for protective arrangement certification purposes.

.·

The opposition to the type of protective terms and conditions required
is primarily directed at the so-called 5(2)(f)-type benefits. The
reference is to Section 5{2)(f) of the Interstate Commerce Act, which
requires the development of arrangements to protect the interests of
employees affected by railroad consolidations. Section 13(c), UMTA,
requires that protective arrangements thereunder "include provisions
protecting individual employees against a worsening of their positions
which shall in no event provide benefits less than those established
pursuant to section 5(2)(f) .•• "
The resistance to the procedure used in the development of protective
arrangements is to a large degree an expression of opposition to
public employee collective bargaining . In an attempt to remove the
strain from individual applicant bargaining situations, and also to
better enabie the program to cope with the high volume of applications
anticipated under the operating assistance formula grant program
enacted in 1974, the Department of Labor supported and encouraged
an industry-initiated effort to develop a "model" protective agreement.
This effort proved successful with the consummation of such an. agreement in July, 1975, between the American Public Transit Association
whose membership carries some 90+ percent of transit riders and six·
national union or union affiliated organizations representing the
great majority of transit employees.
The industry was apparently quite divided in its support of the "model"
agreement prior to its approval by the Association ' s governing body and,
unfortunately, has become even more fragmented since with the··: ··:
"model" agreement becoming a focus for both internal industry debate and
an attack on Section 13(c).
Analysis of Problems
,.

The record of achievement of certification action under Section 13(c)
belies the charges leveled against its administration. Since the
passage of the Act, the Department -of Labor has made in exc~s of 1350
certifications, including almost 250 under the new operating assistance
grant program. In only a handful of cases has the Department been
unable to make the required·certification. Billions of dollars of
Federal funds have been made available under the grant program for
the improvement of public mass transportation; expenditures for
employee claims have been minimal.
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Page Three
Hany of the objections voiced about Section 13(c) go to its specific .
requirements (particularly "the 5(2)(f)-type protection benefits) and ·
as such ~rould require legislative action to change. The Department
of Labor does not believe such action is appropriate, nor is it likely
that the Congress would be receptive to any proposed amendment to
Section 13(c).
Following a Conference and Symposium on Transit Industry Labor-Management
Relations Research held at the Department of Transportation on November
7
20, 1975, the following summary and conclusions were prepared by staff
of the Urban Mass Transportation Administration:
Of the many factors \'lhich affect transit
industry labor-management relationships, the
provisions and implementation of Section 13(c)
of the UMTA Act appear to be among ~he least ·
significant, either in arriving at contractual
agreements or in the substance of those agreements. Although the perception by those not
involved in collective bargaining of the
influence of 13(c) ranges from ' no effect ' to
' blackmail, ' the perception by the parties
themselves is that 13(c) is not a significant
issue in negotiations. It was the judgment
of the researchers and most of the participants that if 13(c) had never'been enacted, the
problems and issues facing the industry in the
area of labor relations would be similar, if
not identical in magnitude and composition.
1.

2. It was generally agreed that the attention
and level of importance given to the ramifications
of the jurisdictional dispute [OOT-DOb7 involving
13(c) is misplaced and unwarranted. Such a confrontation takes out of context the overriding
concern of the Act as a whole, which must be the
Federal interest and the public interest in assuring
a viable and a responsive mass transit system. It is
in this framework that labor ' s and management ' s
responsibilities, whether on the 13(c) issue or in
the broader content of labor-management relations,
should be assessed.

,

The Department of Labor subscribes to the above statements.
At the moment, there are at least five major studies at varying degrees
of completion which are directed at or touch on Section 13(c). These
studies are as follows:

I
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1. Labor Relations Problems, Practices, and
' Policies in the Transit Industry
DOT funded: University of Wisconsin
Final report date: September, 1976
2. Improving Urban Transit Productivity
Uf1TA funded: Harvard University
Final report date: September, 1976
3. Analysis of Unions, Management Rights, and
the Public Interest in Mass Transit
UMTA funded: University of North Florida
Final report date: June, 1976

I'

4. Study of cost impact of Section 13(c), ··
to include impact on collective bargaining
and technological change.
DOL Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Policy, Evaluation and Research
Final report date: December, 1976
5. General Accounting Office review of
DOL's administration of Section 13(c)
undertaken at request of Senator Tower
Final report expected: June~ 1976
Recommended Action
Given the amount and scope of research efforts currently underway ,
there is certainly no need for fu~ther study at this time. The
results of current studies will produce a data and information base
upon which any necessary decisions can be made.
Action can be taken now to prepare for the receipt and review of
information generated by the current studies. Also, prior to· the
availability of that information in final report form, efforts can
be directed to promoting more effective program .coordination
between DOT and DOL . Because we believe the Se~tion 13(c) controversy
is symptomatic of broader based labor-management problems in the
transit industry, the action recon~ended below is directedWlt that
broad base.

'

The Department of Labor recommends the ~reation of a permanent DOL-DOT
committee with the major purpose of promoting improved labor-management
relations in the transit industry. In addition to this major purpose,
the committee should be responsible for coordination between DOT and
DOL on priorities concerning the UMTA grant program and review of the
results of current research efforts as they relate to Section 13(c)
for the purpose of determining v1hether any recommendations should be. .
made concerning the administration of Section 13(c).
~~· f~Rb ~
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Following creation of the committee, consideration should be given to
establishing a direct and··continuing liaison \'lith the industry and ·
organize.d 1abor, perhaps through an advisory committee.
Timetable
Although the committee reco~nended herein is intended to be· permanent,
a specific deadline~ay be set for a report on Section 13(c) i~
necessary. Inasmuch as current rese~rch will not produce final
reports until as late as December, 1976, it is proposed that the
corrunittee have until r~arch, 1977, to review study results and arrive
at any recommendations.

l
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OtFICt: OF THE SECRETAflY
WASHINGTON

April 21, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
ATTENTION:

James E. Connor
Secretary to the Cabinet

SUBJECT: Section 13(c), Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964,
as a·mended

This men10randum follows up on a meeting held on Tuesday; April 13,
1976, between David H. Lissy of the Domestic Council Staff, Administrator Robert E. Patricelli and Robert McManus of the U.S. Department of Transportation 1 s Urban Mass Transportation Administration,
and John C. Read, Executive Assistant/ Counselor to the Secretary
of Labor. At the conclusion of the meeting it was agreed that the
Department of Labor would prepare a men~orandum in response to
the DOT Memorandum for the President dated April 8, 1976, concerning Section 13 {c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as
amended. A copy of DOT 1 s April 8, 197 6 men~orandum is attached.
Prior to commenting on individual items in the DOT memorandum,
there are some initial cmnprehensive observations that must be
made. First, we believe that there is among public bodies, transit
systems, and others who become involved in the U~1TA grant process
a widespread lack of understanding of the employee protection requirements and the procedures utilized by the Deparhnent of Labor in
processing grant applications for certification purposes. There also
is a strongly-felt opposition by some to the specific statutory protection require1nents. This lack of understanding and opposition is
reflected in the overall thrust of the DOT memorandum. Thus,
1nany of the proposals set forth therein are contrary to the specific
letter of the law. Others run counter to the statute's spirit and intenL
Accommodation of DOT's position on these matters cannot be
accomplished through administration action, but instead would require
amendment to the existing legislative requirements.

,
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As a second initial observc-ttion, we would emphasi7.e that since the
passage of the Act, the Departrnent of Labor has made in excess of
1350 certifications. In only a handful of cases has the Departnlcnt
been unable to rnakc the required certification. Given the many
diverse and complex situations in which the protection requirerncrtts
must be irnplemcnted, we believe that this record is com!:nendable.
A 1971 evaluation by an outside contractor concluded that the Departlnent of Labor 1 s performance in adn>inistering Section 13 (c) had been
11
Unifonnly excellent. 11
PROBLEMS
Six problem areas are cited in the DOT memorandum, as follows:
1.

Applicability.

DOT questions whether "protective arrangem.ents developed in the
context of public subsidies to privately owned transit companies and
of railroad mergers and consolidations are appropriately applied to
what is now a publicly ow'ned transit industry. 11
There is very little room for administrative discretion under Section 13(c)
in this area. Section 13{c) requires that protective arrangements certified thereunder "shall include provisions protecting individual employees
against a worsening of their positions which shall in no event provide
benefits less than those established pursuant to Section 5 (2)(£) 11 of the
Interstate Commerce Act. (Underscoring added.) This language
could not be more clear. The Secretary of Labor cannot certify protective arrangements under Section l3{c), UMTA, which do not include
Section 5(2)(f), ICA, benefits or the equivalent thereof. Moreover, we
believe it appropriate that a uniform level of protections apply to
employees who are affected by Federally sponsored and/or funded
activity, no m.atter what particular industry is involved. ·what· should
vary from industry to industry is the application of the required levels
of protection to place them in harmony with particular industry and
area practices. This can be and is best accon1.plished through negotiations between industry and employee representatives.
Interestingly, no Federal funds are involved in nonnal Section 5 (2)(f)
applications, merely the Federal (ICC) approval of a private industry
"consolidation". In the transit industry application on the other hand,

,

- 3 substantial Federal grar1t rnoncy accornpanics the crnplciycc protection
requirerncnts, anc1 under the U1VITA operating assistance progr<nn,
grant rnoney can be used to pay en1.ployce protection costs.
DOT 1 s n1.e1noranclurn acknowledges that crnployee claims for benefits
under Section 13(c) have been sn1.all in nun1.her a.nd states "[T]herefore,
Section l3{c) is probably producing very little in te:rn1s of necessary
protection, while its operation is causing significant frustration, red
tap.,~, and intrusion on labor-managen1.ent relations . . . 11 Ti1.e lack of
large nmnbers of crnployee claims is no indication that Section l3(c)
is producing "little in terms of necessary protection". The dcvelopnlent of the specific protective arrangement for application to a
particular project situation resolves many issues that would otherwise lead to claims. This is particularly true in the a:rea of pre:3ervation of pension and other fringe benefit programs. Claims for protection
of such benefits are in effect resolved by the parties in advance.
Similarly, arrangen1ents to give retraining and priority ernployment
rights to employees who would otherwise be deprived of employn1.ent
as a result of the Federal assistance reduce the number of future
claims.
The claim that Section 13(c) causes "significant frustration, red tape,
and intrusion on labor-managernent relationships 11 sirnply is not true
as a general proposition. Comn1.ents on specific points raised in the
DOT menwrandun1. with respect to this theme are set forth below.
\Ve "\vould merely point out here that no evidence or documentation
has been offered in its support. Also, we would cite the following
two statements concerning Section 13 (c) contained in a report prepared
by UMTA staff following a November 20, 1975 Conference and Symposium
on Transit Industry Labor-Managernent Relations Resea:rch:
l. Of the n1.any factors which affect transit industry
labor-management relationships, the provisions
and implementation of Section 13 (c) of the UMTA
Act appear to be anwng the least significant, either
in arriving at contractual agreements or in the
substance of those agreements. Although the
perception by those not involved in collective bargaining of the jnfluence of l3(c) ranges froxn 'no
effect 1 to 'hlackn-tail, 1 the perception by the parties

'
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themselves is that l3(c) 1s not a significant issue in
11egotiations. It was the juclgrncnt of the researchers
and rnost of the participants that i£ l3(c) h::vl never
been enacted, the problcrns and issues facing the
industry in the area o£ labor relations would be
similar, if not identical in m.agnitude and com.position.
2. It was generally agreed that the attention and level
of irnportance given to the ramifications of the
jurisdictional dispute [DOT-DOL] involving l3(c}
is rnisplaced and unwarranted. Such a confrontation takes out of context the overriding concern of
the Act as a whole, which must be the Federal
interest and the public interest in assuring a
viable and a responsive mass transit system. It
is in this framework that labor's and n1anagen1ent's
responsibilities, \vhether on the l3(c) issue or in
the broader content of labor-managernent relations,
should be asses sed.
·whatever frustrations and red tape exist in the process arise out
of the labor-Tnanagenwnt and collective bargaining relationships
which are allowed to operate and not from any Federal intrusion
on these relationships.
2.

Labor unions veto.

The DOT Tnemorandum states that the operation of Section l3(c)
"gives labor unions an effective veto power over U1.1TA grants. 11
The memorandum then goes on to expand on the problems which
arise for grant applicants in the bargaining process utilized by
Secretaries of Labor in the development of protective arrangen:wnts
under Section l3(c).
The DOT memorandum itself states that "[T]he legislative history
of Section l3(c) clearly indicates that Congress conternplated collective bargaining as a rn.cthod of arriving at the labor protective
_ arrangcrnents to be followed in the transit industry . . . 11 To quote

,

- 5 frorn the Report o{ the Senate Cornrn.ittee on Banl.;ing and Currency
dated March 28, 1963: "Tlh' cornn1ittcc does not believe that it is
feasible to enumcrz:.tc or set forth in gre2ct detail the p1·ovisions th:::tt
may be necessary to assure the fair and equitable treatrnent of
e~nploy-ecs in each case.
In this regard, it is expected that ~eec:!.fic
conditions '.?ill be_!hc product of local bzcrga.ining_ and negotiaho!'~
subject to the basic standard of fair and equitable treatment.''
(underscoring added)
In point of fact, we would note that we have had to n1ake 11 detern:.inations 11 of protective arrangements over union objections in project
situations in Denver, Delaware, Chicago, Detroit, and Boston. This
fact certainly tends to discredit the '\.mion veto pc)\":"er 11 charge
The DOT InenlOrandunl. states that the Deparhnent of La1:x>r 11 has
issued no regulations to guide the operation of law 11 • "'With cooperation and involve1ncnt by representatives fro1n UI\1TA, :regulations in
the forn1 of guidelines were drafted during calendar years 1974 and
1975. Those regulations received the internal approval of Deparhnent
of Labor officials. Hov.rever, when final UMTA concurrence and/or
com:rnent ·was sought, none could be obtained and the proposed regulations were never finalized.
The DOT memo ran durn alleges that 11 labor 1 s effective veto over Ul\rTA
grants gives labor an ilnportant hostage in collective bargaining on
issues 1.mrelated to labor protection . . . 11 HoYv-ever, the n1emoranclun1
admits that 11 such abuses have not been docun1ented. 11 vVe of course
would be interested in reviewing any factual situation supporting this
allegation, however it is our belief based on twelve years 1 experience
under the statute and over 1350 certification actions that abuses of the
process have been virtually nonexistent.
3.

Impression of clun.l.SJ" management.

The basis for this problern area is that nuMTA cannot reliably plan
which capital projects -.vill receive funding in any given year because
of the uncertainties of Section l3(c) negotiations. 11

'

Y/e would point out here that UI\1TA and the applicants for assistance
alviays have the n10st control over tirning of grant applica.tion processing
and 13(c) negotiations. At the request of certain applicants, we have
c:ormnencecJ negotiations prior to submission of a project application to
UivfTA and occasionally have been in a position to certify a project
prior to U:l'vfTA 1 s fonnal referral of it to us.
/
..... ·,

- 6 There are CJ.nd always will be certain fiscal ye2.r-c;n.d crises.
Hov.rever, avoid2.nce of s~tch crises secrns to be rnost \vithin
the control of applicants and UMTA.
4.

Burden of proof.

The DOT 1ne1noranclurn apparently seeks to nl.ake tv,ro points v.. nder
this heading: first, that the Deparhnent of Labor requires that
protective arrangernents be developed even if there is little likelihood of adverse inl.pact on en1.ployees 2.nd secondly, that grant
recipients 1nust carry the burden of proof in clain1s cases and
are therefore at a disadvantage, particularly in the context of an
operating assistance grant situation.
With respect to the first point, we would refer to the last sentence
of Section l3(c), \vhich states that ''[T]hc contract for the granting
of any such assistance shall specify the terms and conditions of
the protective arrangements." (underscoring added) Interpreted
in the context of the legislative history, we believe that this language
clearly contemplates the development of specific protective an·angenl.ents in each project situation. The Department of Labor has
continually interpreted Section 13(c} as requiring the developm.ent
of protccti·'"-lC arra:ngcmcrrts in ad·vanc:c of final project appro'. ral, so
that all parties will he aware of their rights and obligations thereunder.
Also, in the event of disputes as to whether valid claims exist, or as
. to the proper adrninistration of those claims, procedures will be
available in the protective arrangement for the orderly resolution of
such eli s pute s.
\Vith respect to the second point raised in the DOT men1.orandum
under the "Burden of proof" heading, it would seem that DOT is
concerned that ernployees may now be protected against any adverse
effect that takes place during the course of UMTA assistance, whether
or not the adverse effect is a result of that assistance. The model
agreernent, \vhich was negotiated for specific application to operating
assistance projects, defines the ternl.s "Project" and "as a result of
the Project :• as follows:
The tern1 "Project", as used in this agreen1.ent,
shall not be lirnited to the particular facility, service,
or operation assisted by Fedcr2"l funds, but shall
include any changes, whether organizationc:tl,
operational, technological, or otherwise, _:vhich
are a result of the assistance provided. The phrase
,
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- 7 ''as a result of the Project" shall, when used in
this agreement, include events occurring in
anticipation of, during, and subsequent to the
Project and any progran1 of efficiencies or
economies related thereto; provided, however,
that volume rises and falls of business, or changes
in volume and character .of employment brought
about by causes other than the Project (including
any economies or efficiencies unrelated to the
Project) are not within the purview of this agreement.
{underscoring added)
On the basis of the underscored language, it is clear that employees
are not provided protection against adverse effects unrelated to the
Federal assistance.
Finally, we would point out that under most protective arrangements
claiming employees have an obligation to identify the project and
specify the pertinent facts of the project relied upon. The burden
is then placed on the grant recipient to prove that factors other than
the project affected the employee. The rationale for this arrangement is that normally only the grant recipient possesses the information neccs sary to establish the validity of or dispr o ve an individual
employee ' s claim. Were the burden of proof on the employee, he
would find it impossible to meet in virtually every case because of
the lack of availability of necessary factual information to him.
5.

National Agreement.

The DOT memorandun1. states incorrectly that the "Department of
Labor has been unwilling to accommodate specific geographic
differences 11 in connection with the operation of the so- called
National Agreement. At the time the industry and union representatives who negotiated the National Agreement presented that agreement
to the Secretary of Labor, they also proposed the utilization of certain
specific procedures which themselves contemplated possible modifications to the National Agreement. The National Agree1nent has been
applied in a number of instances both with and without modification.
In still other instances , other arrangements than the National
Agreement have been utilized.
The DOT memorandum then states that the "National Agreement
contains a great number of specific provisions that overly constrain
management decisions--for example, a requirement that a 60-day
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- 8 notice plus 80 -day appeals /arbitration period be given to local
unions before any schedule or route modification can be implemented."
The National Agreement was negotiated by highly skilled and
capable negotiators on the industry side. In toto, we believe
that it compares quite favorably fro1n the applicant side with
previously negotiated S e ction 13(c) agreements .
The specific National Agreement provision cited in the DOT
memorandum- -and interpreted therein as requiring that "a 60-day
notice plus 80-day appeals/arbitration period be given to local
unions before any schedule or route modification can be implemented"--was addressed and highlighted by the Department of
Labor in the context of a recent proceeding to determine its
appropriate application to a Los Angeles, California operating
assistance grant. In its January 29, 1976 letter of determination
in that case, the Department of Labor found that the notice provision clearly was not intended to apply to normal schedule and
route modifications. To quote from the Department of Labor ' s
determination:
"Indeed, it is difficult to construe any events ansmg
' as a result of' an operating assistance project which
would require notice and negotiation of what are commonly
called implementing agreements. The mere acceptance of
Federal operating assistance funds certainly does not
make every action of the District 'a result of the Project' . 11
6.

Stifling innovation.

The DOT memorandum states that Section 13(c ) has a "seriously
inhibiting effect on innovation in the transit industry. 11
We are aware of no idea or experimental method of operation
jeopardized or prevented by Section 13(c). Over the past year we
have been able to develop pr ·, ctions for novel and experim.ental
endeavors such as the Knoxville van pooling and Rochester dial-aride projects. To quote Daniel Roos of MIT who studied the
application of Section 13(c) to para-transit projects: "Many labor
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- 9 difficulties arise from approaching labor unions with suspicion
and mistrust. II Professor Roos noted that problems existed;
he stated that "[W]e tend , however, to exaggerate those labor
problems and thus establish potential conflict situations between
labor and managen1.ent. "
We do not understand the statement that Section 13(c) "perils the
continued survival of the private taxi industry which would likely
benefit from paratransit developme~t . 11 DOT determines the
projects and applicants which are eligible for Federal funds and
it is our understanding that certain taxi or taxi-related projects
have already been funded .
Proposed Remedies
DOT proposes six remedies "to rectify the pr oblems of 13(c} as they
apply to all categories of UMTA capital grants . 11 Prior to listing
those remedies, however , the DOT memorandum states that " it is
clear that Section 13 (c ) is being misapplied in connection with
Section 5 grants for operating assistance . . . 11 The DOT memorandum
. suggests that the Secretary of Labor use alternative administrative
practices from those used in capital grant situations in applying
Section 13(c) to operating assistance grant applications . It is stated
that this is "wholly consistent with the statute 11 and that "Congress
had to apply 13 (c ) to Section 5 in o rder to cover the capital grant
aspect, " apparently suggesting that Congress may not have intended
that 13 (c } apply to operating assistance grants under the Section 5
formula grant program.
We would point out here that during the consideration of the legislation
which eventually became the National Mass Transportation Assistance
Act of 1974, and provided Federal money for the first time for the subsidization of operating e:h.-penses , DOT proposed a "technical revision"
to a pending bill which would amend it so as to make Section 13 (c )
inapplicable to operating subsidy grants . The Department of Labor
opposed the proposed revision and it apparently was not seriously
considered by the Congress . The language of the statute in Section
5 (n)( 1) clearly applies Section 13 (c ) to operating assistance projects
and the legislative history supports its application just as for the
capital grant program.

'
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- 10 Th<: Deparbnent of Labor's comments on the six options set forth
in the DOT n1.emorandum follow under the sarne headings as used
by DOT:
l.

Multi-year certifications, with stronger DOL role

In accordance with what we interpret to be the legislative mandate,
the Department of Labor approaches the development of protective
arrangements on a project by project basis. For many. applicants
and projects, this produces a multi-year certification. The model
agreement is in effect a multi-year protective arrangement for
application to operating assistance grants.

In the light of a legislative history calling for the development of
specific protective arrangements · through collective bargaining in
the context of particular projects it is inappropriate for the Department of Labor to attempt to predetermihe such arrangements.
Applicants can seek to and do negotiate multi-project, multi-year
protective agreements. This is in keeping with the spirit of the
development of protective arrangements through collective bargaining. It appropriately limits such arrangements, however, to
specifically anticipated project situations.
The Department of Labor continues to feel that it is neither appropriate
nor useful to set fixed time limits on negotiations. Instead, the
Department e}..-pects involved parties to make a good faith effort to
reach agreement on appropriate and mutually acceptable protective
arrangements. If, having made a good faith effort to reach agreement, the parties find themselves unable to consummate an agreement,
either party may request that the Secretary of Labor determine the
terms and conditions upon which he will base his certification. As
pointed out earlier, this is a process that is most in the control of
applicants and the Department of Transportation.
2.

Negative declarations with changed burden of proof.

,

The DOT suggested categorization of projects and usc of a negative
declaration of impact statement is a questionable practice under the
statutory language, which states that "(T]he contract for the granting
of any such assistance shall specify the tern~s and conditions of the
protective arrangenwnts. " (underscoring added} Attempts to develop
specific protections only after claims of adverse impact are made

'
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would obviously be difficult. We have repeatedly interpreted l3(c)
as requiring protective arrangements in advance of project approval
so that all parties will be aware of their rights and obligations
thereunder. Also, should disagree1nents arise as to whether valid
claims exist, procedures are already in place for the resolution of
such disputes.
3.

Federal definition of fair and reasonable arrangements

This DOT suggestion is in our view contrary to the expressed
congressional intent. The recently negotiated national or model
agreement, on the other hand, is an approach which reflects the
spirit of the legislative intent and sets forth a set of presumably
reasonable protections for application in the majority of project
situations while allowing for modification to accommodate special
local circumstances.
Both industry and union representatives have raised the possible
future development of other model agreements for application to
other types of UMTA projects. This approach is in keeping with the
spirit of the development of specific protective arrangements through
collective bargaining as opposed to by Government fiat.
The DOT memorandum at this point devotes a paragraph to the
relationship of employee protective arrangements and productivity
improvements.
We are not completely clear as to the intent of this paragraph.
However, the Report of the .House of Representatives Committee
on Banking and Currency when it reported out the Urban :Mass
Transportation Act of 1963 bears on this point in attempting to
strike a balance between public and private interests:
Although the problem of worker protection may arise
in only a limited number of cases, the com1nittee
nevertheless believes that the overall impact of the
bill should not be permitted to obscure the fact that
in certain communities individual workers or groups
of workers may be adversely affected as the result of
the introduction of new equipment or the reorganization
of existing transit operations. The principle of protecting
workers affected as a result of adjustments in an
industry carried out under the aegis of Federal law

,
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- 12 is not new, particularly in the transportation industry.
Thus, railroad employees for years have enjoyed
Federal protection against adverse effects attendant
upon railroad consolidations. The p-roblem.s of worker
protection presented by the bill are not necessarily
identical to those presented under other laws. The
committee believes, howeve·r, that workers for whom
a standard of benefits has already been established
under other laws should receive equally favorable
treatment under the proposed new program. The
committee also believes that all workers adversely
affected by adjustments effected under the bill should
be fully protected in a fair and equitable manner, and
that Federal funds should not be used in a manner that
is directly or indirectly detrimental to legitimate
interests and rights of such workers.
4.

Limitation of Section 13{c) to public takeovers.

DOT 1 s proposal here would clearly violate the Congressional intent.
Note the reference in the House report cited immediately above to
·workers "ad\· ersely affected as the result of the introduction of new
equipment or the reorganization of existing transit operations . 11
5.

Legislative approaches

The Department of Labor does not believe that efforts to amend or
repeal the employee protection provisions of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act are appropriate . Moreover, it is highly unlikely
that the Congress will be receptive to any proposed amendment to
Section 13(c).
NEXT STEPS AND TIMETABLE
DOT's memorandum proposes steps to achieve the "effective resolution
of the positions of the Departments of Transportation and Labor. 11 As
suggested at the outset, the Department of Labor seriously questions
whether problems exist to the extent one would be lead to believe by
the DOT m.emorandmn . If the Section 13 (c) program operated as has
been alleged by DOT and others, n~odification -..vould be called for.
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However, the record of more than 1350 successful certifications
during the past twelve years does not support the modification
. proposals.
The DOL memorandum forwarded to Dr . Connor on April 7, 1976
listed some five current studies underway which are directed at or
touch on Section 13(c). Three of those studies are DOT funded. A
fourth is being conducted by the General Accounting Office . It would
not be appropriate to modify the Section 13 (c) program until the
results of these studies are known .

cc:

James Cannon
Secretary Coleman
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Mr. Cannon:
This is the letter
Congressman Rousellot was
referring to in the meeting
this morning.
Letter was from:
American Public Transit
Association
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fi.

wiflicm ~ronan. chairman
stanley h. cates. it~ president
paul~ kale, secr9tary-treasurflr
vice presidents

richard d. buck
joev.ocrvey

b. r. s1okef
execul!ve director

P-~oiocomo

May

jock r. oils
t. norma
james c. mccot

28, 1916

Honorable W. J. Usery, Jr.
Secretary
U. S. Department of Labor
Le.bor Building
200 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
washington, D. C. 20210
Honorable Willie.m. T. Coleman, Jr.
Secretary
Department o! Transportation
Nassif Building
400 7th Street, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20590
Re: 13(c) Labor Protective Provisions
o! the Urban Mass Tre.nsno~ation Act
Dear Sirs:
The American Public Transit Association (APTA) has
completed a careful and thorough review o! the present administrative
procedures utilized in implementing the requirements set forth in
Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 as
amended, 49 U.S.C. Section 1601 et seo. (the"Act").
Accordingly, we have determined that the present procedures
with respect to 13(c) certification are totally inadequate, burdensome,
and undul.y ti:ne consuming, notwithstanding the adoption of the
National Medel Agreement negotiated by and between A-PTA and various
labor organizations. Indeed," the present procedures are heavily
balanced in favor of the unions' considerations with little more than
cursory consideration being given to the problems facing the particular
transit property.
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More o!ten than not, and in an al~~ngly increasing number
of circumstances, the issues raised do not touch upon the question
of whether the ~loyee protections are fair and equitable but instead
involve determinations by the union as to whether they have enough
leverage in dealing -,;ith the particular t::-ansit property. Clearly,
this w~s not intended by the framers of the Act.
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A-PTA has learned that many of its members have existing
~integrated 13(c) Agreements, applicable to both capital
projects and operating assistance. Nevertheless, r:.any U.."lions have
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insisted upon ever increasing ~evels of protections, without offering
any concrete reasons or explanations therefor. Indeed, ve have learned
that even in circumstances vhere a transit property has been villing
to sign the National Agreement, some unions are insisting that even
this ia inadequate, again without focusing on the question of vhether
the levels of protections are unfair or inadequate. We respectf~lY
submit that activity such as this clearly flies in the face of the
language, spirit and intent of the Act. As a result of the above
abuses, and others like them, our membership very often is faced with
bearing the burdens and pressures of uncertainty not only as to vhether
UMTA funds will be forthcoming in time, but indeed whether UMTA funds
rill be forthcoming at all.
It vas hoped by many that the execution of the National
Model 13(c) Agreement would ameliorate the procedural problecs that
traditionally have been present. Unfortunately, this has not
occurred. The problems are just as severe. The only significant
difference is that the crises are spaced intermittently throughout
the year, due to the partic~ar local funding probleLls, rather than
all coming at once at the end of the fiscal year. A uniform approach
seems to ignore or make light of the complexities of the local problems
facing the various transit properties. Fev transit properties are
faced with similar sets of circumstances. Obviously there are varying
local funding considerations, different geographic factors, separate
and distinct operating considerations, unique local collective bargaining considerations, as vell as different existing 13(c) ft~reements.
For some the model agreement fits vell into the transit property's
overall picture, but for others numerous details and considerations
such as those mentioned above, must come into play. It is clear that
a uniform approach, while of great aid to many, is not in the best
interests to all.
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Accordingly, to prevent these abuses, to provide for more
orderly and timely certifications, to alleviate the uncertainties
presently facing the transit properties, and to take into consideration the complexities of the various local issues, we respectf~ly
request that UMTA and/or DOL implement administrative changes
immediately establishing a more orderly and simplified procedure
for automatic and/or semi-automatic 13(c) certification, as long as
the particular transit property already has in force a valid and
binding 13(c) Agreement. (We also respectfully request that this be
done with a view toward UMTA and/or DOL ultimately issuing formal
guidelines and/or regulations regarding 13(c) certification.) Thus,
unless an interested party can affirmatively demonstrate the need for
a change in said prior agreement, certification should issue. We
submit the following suggestions:
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1. Certain capital grants (such as equipment purchase grants)
and operating grants that are designed as routine by UMI'A should
receive automatic certification as long as the transit property already
has an existing valid and binding 13(c) Agreenent. UMTA should compile
a list of examples of vhat it considers to be such routine grant
applications.
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2. With all other grant applications the
should be implemented:

~allowing

procedure

a. The applicant should be required to submit its final application
including the applicant's negative declaration that the use of the ~unds
'Will not result in the dismissal or displace:m.ent of employees, and an
additional declaration that if a dismissal or displacement should
nevertheless occur, it will abide by its existing 13 (c) Agreement to
the local union or unions 10 days prior to ~iling the application with
UMTA.
b. After the filing with UMTA, 13(c) certification should be
automatic after thirty {30) days unless one of the interested parties
petitions the Secretary of Labor that there is sufficient cause to
reopen the matter and sets forth in said petition the reasons for
believing s~ficient cause to exist, care~lly defining the issue(s)
in dispute.
c. Even if a party vere to so petition the Secretary, certification
ought not to be held up. Instead, provisional certification should be
granted 'With notice to the parties to attempt to resolve the defined
issues, but under a strict time limit of thirty (30) days 'Within vhich
to reach agreement or reach an ~passe. It, after 30 days, the
parties have reached an impasse, the Secretary of Labor and the
Secretary of Transportation then should utilize their discretionary
pavers by implementing the processes of hearings, fact-finding,
mediation and conciliation, arbitration and reco~endation in order
to resolve the defined issue(s). Then the Secretarys' determination,
or that of their designee, on the specific issue(s) in dispute shall
be deemed final and binding.
We believe that the above procedures are fair and
equitable to all interested parties. Thus, ve respectfully request
that UMTA and DOL promulgate and immediately implement such regulationst

Very truly yours,

BRS:ef
cc:

By B. R. Stokes
Ex~~utive Director
American Public Transit Association

Bernard DeLury, Assistant Secretary for Labor Manage:m.ent Relations
Robert E. Patricelli, Administrator, UMTA
Dan V. Maroney, President, Amalgacated Transit Union
Matthev Guinan, President, Transit Workers Union
William Hickey, Esq., Mulholland, Hickey and Lyman
Earle Putnam, Esq., Amalg~ated Transit Union
William G. Mahoney, Esq. , Highvav, r.fahoney, Friedman
Malcolm Goldstein, Esq., O'Donnel & Schva.~z
William Skutt, Brotherhood of Railroad Engineers
Judith Hope, Associate Director, Domestic Council
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